Body and Paint Quality Auditor
About us:
Since 2008, boutique restoration house Singer Vehicle Design, based in Sun Valley, California, has been sharing its
obsession to celebrate the Porsche 911 – and with more than 100 commissions globally delivered to date, that
obsession has been mastered through the craftsmanship of its artisan team and the ability to envision its clients’
desires to reimagine the ultimate bespoke air-cooled 911. Through the highest levels of creativity, performance,
engineering and technology Singer has become THE symbol of why “everything is important.”

Job Description
Singer Vehicle Design is looking for a Quality Auditor, who will report directly to the Quality Department, to
perform quality inspections of body assembly, paint and trim shop, and to manage quality issues. This full-time
position will be based in Orange County, CA, between our trim shop in Garden Grove and our body supplier in
Irvine with some travel to the headquarters near Burbank, California. This role also includes competitive vacation
and health benefits.

Key Responsibilities:
• Perform quality inspections of dry fit bodies, chassis surfacing, painted bodies, interior components and wire
harnesses routing.
• Create quality scores for painted body.
• Track and manage quality issues and root cause analysis.
• Prepare and communicate inspection reports and communicate quality levels with the relevant internal and
external teams.
• Work with suppliers and internal teams to ensure quality level.
• Create and implement corrective action plans.
• Track and manage quality issues into a passport and issues list.
• Create and improve Quality Standards where needed.
• Support: Planning/Scheduling, Engineering, Procurement and Assembly teams.

Job Requirements:
• High school diploma.
• 5 years of experience in quality inspection in the automotive or aerospace industries.
• Aptitude to interface with high level individuals, company associates, and vendors.
• Team oriented, strong ability to multi-task and work in a fast-paced environment and to deliver against multiple
deadlines.
• Extremely strong communication and interpersonal skills; both oral and written.
• Strong organizational skills with the ability to prioritize effectively and efficiently.
• Experience in quality inspection.

• Experience in body shop and/or paint shop in the car industry or aerospace industry.
• Proven experience and track record in building long-lasting relationships with suppliers, vendors, and partners.
• This person must have the right to work in the U.S.
• Proficient in using MS Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, and Word.

Preferred Skills
• Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering or relevant field.
• Experience in quality engineering.
• Experience in luxury goods.
• Proficiency in photography to share issues internally and progress with clients.

Salary: Commensurate with experience
How to Apply:
If you would like to be considered for this role at Singer Vehicle Design, please fill out the short form
at http://singervehicledesign.com/careers/, upload a resume and cover letter and indicate the desired position. We
will review each application and reach out if we wish to move forward in the interview process.
No phone calls, faxes or mailed submissions will be accepted.
We do not offer relocation assistance for this position.

